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Definition of GDP
1. Quick introduction on GDP

GDP (Gross Domestic Product) is the market value of all
final goods and services produced in a country in a given
time period.
This definition has four parts:
– Market value
– Final goods and services
– Produced within a country
– In a given time period

Definition of GDP
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Market value
GDP is a market value—goods and services are valued at
their market prices.
To add apples and oranges, computers and popcorn, we
add the market values so we have a total value of output
in euro/dollars.

Definition of GDP
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Final goods and services
GDP is the value of the final goods and services produced.
A final good (or service) is an item bought by its final user
during a specified time period.
A final good contrasts with an intermediate good, which is an
item that is produced by one firm, bought by another firm,
and used as a component of a final good or service.
Excluding intermediate goods and services avoids double
counting.

Definition of GDP
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Produced within a country
GDP measures production within a country. Any
domestic production, regardless of who owns the
resources

Definition of GDP
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In a given time period
GDP measures production during a specific time period,
normally a year or a quarter of a year (sales of used items
excluded, except value of service in sale).
Inventory adjustments account for goods produced in
one year but sold in another
– if inventories rise by $10 million during 2010, $10 million is added to sales
of final goods & services since it reflects goods produced but not sold during
2010.
– If inventories fall by $10 million during 2010, $10 million is subtracted from
sales of final goods & services because $10 million was sold during 2010
that was produced prior to 2010.

The circular flow
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The circular flow diagram shows the transactions among
households, firms, governments, and the rest of the world.

The circular flow
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These transactions take place in factor markets, goods markets,
and financial markets.

The circular flow
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Firms hire factors of production from households. The blue flow,
Y, shows total income paid by firms to households.

The circular flow
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Households buy consumer goods and services. The red flow, C,
shows consumption expenditures.

The circular flow
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Households save, S, and pay taxes, T. Firms borrow some of what
households save to finance their investment.

The circular flow
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Firms buy capital goods from other firms. The red flow I
represents this investment expenditure by firms.

The circular flow
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Governments buy goods and services, G, and borrow or repay
debt if spending exceeds or is less than taxes.

The circular flow
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The rest of the world buys goods and services from us, X, and
sells us goods and services, M—net exports are X - M

The circular flow
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And the rest of the world borrows from us or lends to us
depending on whether net exports are positive or negative.

The circular flow
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The blue and red flows are the circular flow of expenditure
and income. The green flows are borrowing and lending.

The circular flow
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The sum of the red flows equals the blue flow.

The circular flow
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That is: Y = C + I + G + X - M

Economic growth and development
1. Quick introduction on GDP

Without Economic growth there is no development:
Economism = Capital accumulation + modernization
= Progress (production) + Well-being (consumption)
economic performance = increase of GDP = development

Shortcomings of GDP

2. Shortcomings of GDP as indicator of well-being

By the curious standard of the GDP, the nation's economic hero is
a terminal cancer patient that is going through a costly divorce.
The happiest event is an earthquake or a hurricane. The most
desirable habitat is a multibillion-dollar Superfund site. All these
add to GDP, because
they cause money to change hands. It is as if a business kept a
balance sheet by merely adding up all transactions", without
distinguishing between income and expenses, or between assets
and liabilities.
Cobb, Clifford, Ted Halstead and Jonathan Rowe (1995). If the GDP is Up, Why is America Down?,
The Atlantic Online, Reprinted from The Atlantic 276 (4), p. 59-78

Economic aspects

2. Shortcomings of GDP as indicator of well-being

• Informal economy: the informal/underground economy goes uncounted in
GDP as it only covers transactions with a (formal) market price.
• Volunteer and family work: the contribution of "non-market production" such
as housework, childcare, care for the elderly and the ill, subsistence farming
and other forms of volunteer work have an impact on welfare, but are
unaccounted in GDP since no money changes hands.
• Leisure: in healthy proportions, leisure can certainly be said to contribute to
people's welfare. However, from the GDP perspective each unit of leisure is a
potential but "lost" increase of GDP.
• Technology: GDP only reflects the value of the end product. It abstracts from
changes in technology (e.g. innovative and thus more efficient and
environment friendly techniques being used).
• Human Capital: investments in education and health is mostly treated as
consumption in GDP, rather than investment. Also, the output from this
expenditure is routinely underestimated in GDP.

Quality of life

2. Shortcomings of GDP as indicator of well-being

• Environmental pollution and Resource Depletion: from a sustainable
development perspective the presumably single most important
"unpriced" realm in GDP are the natural resources.
• Health: changes in the health conditions of a society are only reflected in
GDP in so far as they increase the costs of the health system. In this regard,
a more expensive health care system increases GDP although the basis of
this cost growth can be ambiguous from the health point of view.
• Inequality: GDP emphasizes average income and in fact implicitly puts
higher weight on the expenditures of the wealthy (simply through their
bigger share in consumption and investment) rather than focusing on
income development of the poor.
• Crime and Family Breakdown: all forms of social breakdown that involve
the input of additional police force (crime), damages to property or
lawyers who manage divorces add to GDP as they involve monetary
transactions at some point.

Alternative approaches
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•
•
•
•
•

Social indicators movement
Basic needs
Utilitarianism, welfare economics and happiness
Allardt
Capabilities approach (Sen)

Social indicators movement
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1969, Department of Health “Towards a social report”
“to look at several important aspects of the quality of American life, and digest
what is known about progress towards generally accepted social goals”
With the aim to:
• Give more visibility to the social aspects
• Improve the evaluation of public policies
Tools:
Objective and subjective indicators of living conditions and of the ability to
satisfy needs and interests.
A multidimensional approach

Basic needs
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1954: Cognitive approach
Maslow’s pyramid

‘60-‘70: Basic needs (ILO + World Bank)
1989: Human scale development: Manfred Max Neef

Utilitarianism, welfare economics and
happiness

3. Alternative approaches: historical background

• Utilitarianism (Bentham, Stuart Mill)
• Welfare economics (Marshall, Pigou)
→ “if men define situations as real, they are real in their consequences”
(Thomas 1928: 571-572)

→ well-being is the sum of individual preferences: “there is no such thing as
society” Prime minister Margaret Thatcher, Women's Own magazine,
October 31 1987

Well-being as subjective well-being
Layard (2009) “the right single measure of progress must be the one that is
self-evidently good. The only such measure is the Happiness of the
population – and the equivalent absence of misery”.

Quality of life: objective and subjective
3. Alternative approaches: historical background

Human development
3. Alternative approaches: historical background

•The capabilities approach is at the base of the concept of human
development (Amartya Sen, Martha Nussbaum)
• The approach emphasizes functional capabilities ("substantive
freedoms", such as the ability to live to old age, engage in economic
transactions, or participate in political activities); these are
construed in terms of the substantive freedoms people have reason
to value, instead of utility (happiness, desire-fulfillment or choice)
or access to resources (income, commodities, assets). Poverty is
understood as capability-deprivation.
• Economic resources and goods are seen as tools to realize specific
aims

Human development index
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The Human Development Index (HDI) is a composite statistic of life expectancy, education,
and income indices used to rank

The Framework of the Progress of
Societies
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Human system
Human Wellbeing
Culture

Individual
Wellbeing

Social
Wellbeing

Economy

Ecosystem
Ecosystem services
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Ecosystem
condition

Resources management

Fonte: Hall, J., Giovannini, E., Morrone, A., Ranuzzi, G. (2009).

Some references
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GDP based

•Measure of Sustainable Welfare - MEW
•Index of Sustainable Economic Well-being – ISEW
•Prodotto Interno di Qualità – PIQ

Nordhaus e Tobin, 1971
Daly e Cobb, 1991
Symbola, 2007

Composite indicators

•Relative National Standards of Living
•Level of Living Index
•Indice di Sviluppo Umano
•Indice di Qualità della Vita delle Provincie
•Indice di Qualità Regionale dello Sviluppo - QUARS
•Happy Planet Index
•Better Life Index

Bennett, 1937
UNRISD, 1966
UNDP, 1991
Sole 24 Ore, 1993
Sbilanciamoci!, 2006
NEF, 2006
OECD, 2011

Dashboard

•Report of the President's Research Committee on Social Trends
•Millennium Development Goals
•Sustainable Development Indicators
•National Accounts of Wellbeing

USA, 1933
ONU, 2000
EC
NEF, 2009

Subjective well-being

•Life satisfaction /Happiness

Layard, 2000s

Recent developments
3. Alternative approaches: recent developments

2004 – Palermo – OECD World Forum on Key Indicators. Statistics, Knowledge and
Policy.
2006 – Istanbul declaration + Global Project on measuring the progress of societies.
2007 – WWF, Club of Rome, EP – Beyond GDP (Barroso: “It's time to go beyond GDP”).
2008 - Report by the Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and
Social Progress” (Sen-Stiglitz-Fitoussi).
2009 – European Commission – COM “GDP and beyond Measuring progress in a
changing world”.

2011- OECD Better Life Initiative. “How’s Life”
2011 – Eurostat –Sponsorship Group on Measuring Progress, Well-being and
Sustainable Development.

Commission on the Measurement of Economic
Performance and Social Progress
3. Alternative approaches: recent developments

1. When evaluating material well-being, look at income and consumption rather
than production;
2. Emphasize the household perspective
3. Consider income and consumption jointly with wealth
4. Give more prominence to the distribution of income, consumption and wealth
5. Broaden income measures to non-market activities
6. Quality of life depends on people’s objective conditions and capabilities. Steps
should be taken to improve measures of people’s health, education, personal
activities and environmental conditions. In particular, substantial effort should be
devoted to developing and implementing robust, reliable measures of social
connections, political voice, and insecurity that can be shown to predict life
satisfaction;
7. Quality-of-life indicators in all the dimensions covered should assess
inequalities in a comprehensive way

Commission on the Measurement of
Economic Performance and Social Progress
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8. Surveys should be designed to assess the links between various quality-of-life
domains for each person, and this information should be used when designing
policies in various fields;
9. Statistical offices should provide the information needed to aggregate across
quality-of-life dimensions, allowing the construction of different indexes;
10. Measures of both objective and subjective well-being provide key information
about people ’s quality of life. Statistical offices should incorporate questions to
capture people’s life evaluations, hedonic experiences and priorities in their own
survey
11. Sustainability assessment requires a well-identified dashboard of indicators.
12. The environmental aspects of sustainability deserve a separate follow-up
based on a well-chosen set of physical indicators. In particular there is a need for a
clear indicator of our proximity to dangerous levels of environmental damage
(such as associated with climate change or the depletion of fishing stocks.

EU: Gdp and Beyond
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The five key actions are:

1. Complementing GDP with highly aggregated environmental
and social indicators
2. Near real-time information for decision-making

3. More accurate reporting on distribution and inequalities
4. Developing a European Sustainable Development Scoreboard

5. Extending National Accounts to environmental and social
issues

ESS Sponsorship group
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• national accounts data on household income and consumption
• distribution of households income, consumption and wealth
• non-market domestic activities and leisure time
• developing EU-SILC as the core instrument for measuring the quality of
life, incl. through incorporating further topics and subjective questions
• establish an expert group on quality of life
• reinforcing environmental and economic accounts on energy, climate
change and material consumption
• deriving so called "footprint indicators" from national accounts
• developing environmental accounts relating to goods and services,
environmental protection expenditure and natural assets
• developing landscape and biodiversity indicators
• improving data of water and waste

Bringing out the household perspective
using alternative measures
4. SSF report: Classical GDP issues

Household net adjusted disposable income
• Household net adjusted disposable income is obtained by adding to the
flows that make up people’s gross income (earnings, self-employment
and capital income, as well as current monetary transfers received from
other sectors);
• the social transfers in-kind that households receive from governments
(such as education and health care services);
• subtracting the taxes on income and wealth, the social security
contributions paid by households as well as the depreciation of capital
goods consumed by households.
The resulting aggregate can be viewed as the maximum amount that a
household can afford to consume without having to reduce its assets or to
increase its liabilities

Household net adjusted disposable income as a
share of gross domestic product (percentage)
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Income, wealth and consumption have
to be considered together

4. SSF report: Classical GDP issues

Figure 2.5. Household net financial wealth per capita
US dollars at 2000 PPPs
2009 or latest available year

1995 or first available year
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Note: Households include non-profit institutions serving households. Purchasing Power Parities are those for private
consumption of households. The latest available year is 2010 for Belgium, Greece, Hungary, Norway, Slovenia and the United
Kingdom. The first available year is 1997 for Mexico; 1999 for Switzerland; 2001 for Ireland, Israel and Slovenia; 2002 for Korea;
and 2006 for Luxembourg.
Sources: OECD, National Accounts data; Statistics New Zealand.

Quality of life: a different perspective

4. SSF report: quality of life

Quality of life

4. SSF report: quality of life

Well-being is multi-dimensional:
Material living standards (income, consumption and wealth);
 Health;
 Education;
 Personal activities including work
 Political voice and governance;
 Social connections and relationships;
 Environment (present and future conditions);
 Insecurity, of an economic as well as a physical nature.
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Oecd: How’s life
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Measures of National Well-being
5. International experiences

Benessere equo e sostenibile
5. International experiences

GDP and beyond: conclusions
5. International experiences

• Going beyond GDP is one of the great political challenges
of our day.
• Very likely we'll never get to a single alternative measure,
but more attention to quality of life and sustainability will
lead to a greater availability of data that will allow:

Policy makers to make their own decisions more
consciously
 The media to better inform citizens
 Citizens to judge in a more effective way the work of
policy makers.


